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NEW QUESTION: 1
What command displays all aliases defined in the current shell? (Specify the command without
any path information)
Answer:
Explanation:
alias, alias -p

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user is unable to access network resources on a laptop. A technician examines the device and
attempts to reproduce the issue. The technician cannot connect to resources by name or IP.
Which of the following should the technician check FIRST?
A. Wireless button state
B. DHCP server availability
C. Upstream router WAN IP
D. AP power levels
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You configure FCoE in a Cisco UCS system at a customer site. The configuration seems correct,
but the customer complains that the system fails to perform as expected. FCoE VLAN discovery,
FCF discovery and FLOGI processes work properly. The issue appears to be with the Fibre
Channel commands and responses.
What is a possible cause of the issue?
A. The FCoE configuration is experiencing errors because of issues with the Fibre Channel
commends.
B. The switched Layer 2 network between the FCoE SAN and the storage device is experiencing
issues when the FIP process fails to complete successfully.
C. The routed Layer 3 network between the FCoE SAN and the storage device is experiencing
issues when the FIP process fails to complete successfully.
D. The storage device is experiencing configuration or compatibility issues when the FIP
process completes successfully.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Explanation:
Make sure that your native vlan is carried across all the trunk ports.
Reference:
https://supportforums.cisco.com/t5/storage-networking/fip-and-native-vlan/td-p/2451783

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the output of the following code?
printf('%4$d %2$s sit on 2 trees and eat %3$3.2f %1$s', "bananas", "monkeys", 9, 99);
A. 99 monkeys sit on 2 trees and eat 9.00 bananas
B. 9 monkeys sit on 2 trees and eat 99 bananas
C. %4$d %2$s sit on 2 trees and eat %3$3.2f %1$s
D. Monkeys Bananas sit on 2 trees and eat 9 99
Answer: A
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